FRICTION INSERTS
CASE STUDY

IMPROVING ACOUSTIC
COMFORT IN A HIGH-END
ELECTRIFIED SPORTS CAR

• Enhanced stability of bolted parts exposed to high
loads
• Silent driving experience even when pushing the
performance envelope
• Successful retrofitting with no need to redesign parts

FREUDENBERG
PERFORMANCE MATERIALS

The customer is an Austrian automotive tier supplier specialized in the production of electric systems for electric cars with a
specific focus on lightweight design.

CUSTOMER NEED
The company electrified a prestigious sports car with a very compact design that can accelerate from 0-100 km/h in under
3 seconds and has a top speed of 300 km/h. During the field tests, the racing drivers noticed vibrations and rattling after
subjecting the prototypes to very sporty driving behavior.
Engineers identified a displacement of the engine and gear mounts due to road-induced loads during high acceleration.
Vibration damping became ineffective with displaced mounts. This created irritating clicking noises that were even more
noticeable in the quiet interior of an electric vehicle. While there was no real safety issue, this unexpected noise pollution was
likely to give drivers a sense of insecurity and discomfort associated with poor quality.

Electrified sports car

Torque: 770 Nm

Vehicle weight: 1,050 kg

Acceleration from 0 - 100 km/h in 2.5 s

Electric motor power: 490HP / 360kW

Top speed : 300 km/h

Challenge
Engineers were tasked with ensuring the operational stability of the engine and gear mounts exposed to high loads.
The technical solution had to take account of the weight-optimized design of the e-car and its downsized components.

SOLUTION
Friction Inserts were used in the bolted joints of the engine and gearbox mounts, creating stable frictional connections and
preventing displacements under high loads. Because they do not increase the tolerance of the bolted parts, Friction Inserts are
ideally suited to retrofitting.
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RESULTS AND BENEFITS
•

Successful integration of Friction Inserts with no need to redesign parts

•

Proof of concept achieved in field tests

•

Components remain stable during loads

•

Silent driving experience even when pushing the performance envelope

•

No post-load component failure
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Unless otherwise explicitly agreed in writing, we disclaim all express or implied warranties or conditions of the materials including any implied warranties of performance, merchantability
and fitness for a particular purpose. In particular, we do not make any warranty regarding performance of the parts and/or applications if the customer makes any changes to the conditions
or requirements (e.g. surface configuration or geometrics) on which the specifications of the parts and/or applications are based.
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